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This directory has been developed as a guide to individuals and companies engaged in providing advice or services to the general public, for a fee, in various aspects of applied soil science. Employees of government offices, academic institutions, or extension organizations, who provide these types of services exclusively as a public service are omitted from this directory.

Most of the information in this directory was obtained from a questionnaire form that was enclosed in the winter 1987 issue of *Soil Survey Horizons*, completed and returned by the listees. Appropriate care has been exercised in the transfer of data from the forms, and editing has been minimal. The compiler and the editor of *Soil Survey Horizons*, however, assume no liabilities for the accuracy of the entries. A listing in this directory does not imply an appraisal or endorsement of any listee by the compiler or the editor of *Soil Survey Horizons*.

The entries are listed in alphabetical sequence by name, and categorized by State, based on the business address. Note that companies may be listed by name or business address, but they are alphabetized only under the former. States not listed as categories represent zero entries received, and where this occurs, the reader should check the geographic work areas for entries listed under adjoining States.

The entry format is as follows:
Name (individual or company); professional credentials; business address; telephone number; geographic work area (if extraneous to business address).

Abbreviations used for professional credentials:
Accredited American Registry of Certified Professionals in Agronomy, Crops, and Soils (ARCPACS):
CPESC—Certified Professional Erosion and Sediment Control Specialist
CPSC—Certified Professional Soil Classifier
CPSS—Certified Professional Soil Scientist or Certified Professional Soil Specialist
CPAg—Certified Professional Agronomist
XXL—Licensed soil scientist in State indicated
XXQ—Qualified soil scientist in State indicated
XXC—Certified soil scientist in State indicated
XXR—Other nonsoils credentials in State indicated
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Alabama

BROWN, James H.; CPSS; Pedologues, Inc., 113 N. Gay St., P.O. Box 761, Auburn, AL 36831-0761; (205) 826-7156; nationwide and overseas.

1Soil scientist, USDA-SCS, retired; 15600 Wembrough St. Silver Spring, MD 20904.